
Since its creation in 2004, the PCDS has built a large 
membership of healthcare professionals working 
in primary care diabetes, run numerous highly 

successful educational conferences, played a role in the 
development of various toolkits and other healthcare 
initiatives, and worked in liaison with other professional 
groups and in lobbying politicians.

PCDS Committee posts are elected on a 3-yearly basis, 
with the cycles staggered across the representatives. The 
Committee is always interested to hear from Society 
members who are seeking to take a more active role, and 
one way in which this can be achieved is via membership 
of the Committee. Elected members generously give their 
own time. Much of the work is done by email, but there 

are approximately four 
Committee meetings 
each year, typically 
held on Saturdays in 
Birmingham with 
preparatory meetings 
on the Friday evening.

How to stand for election to the PCDS Committee
To stand for election, please submit a resumé of up 
to 150 words to pcds@omniamed.com, along with a 
recent photograph, both of which will be published in 
vol 19 issue 5 of the Journal in the list of candidates. 
Please also note the following points:

l You must have a substantive NHS post working in the 
professional care of people with diabetes in a primary 
care setting.

l You must be a current member of the PCDS.
l The deadline for submitting your resumé is 

Monday 4 September.
l The Committee’s constitution seeks to ensure a balance 

between clinicians from medicine, nursing and allied 
professions and also some geographical balance.

Voting will take place, and results announced, at the 
13th National Conference of the PCDS (information 
below), which is being held in Birmingham 
23–24 November 2017. n
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Continue your diabetes education online

 CPD+

EXTRA

CREDIT

Technical aspects of CPD+

 l CPD+ will be available to delegates with confirmed attendance only, 
once they have completed their online post-conference evaluation

 l A user’s completion of CPD+ activites will sync up with an 
integrated CPD tracker

 l This will make use of functionality already in the specification 
for Mole’s new website build and should not require anything 
additional

Use of CPD+ in promoting events

 l The CPD+ concept will allow us to advertise, using the example of a 
1-day PCDS conference:

“5 hours’ accredited CPD available on the day along with 
10 hours of tailored, PCDS-endorsed follow-up materials 
for you to complete after the event (for 15 hours’ total CPD)”

l We should avoid offering too much extra-credit material to ensure 
that it does not become devalued

Nature of the CPD+ materials

 l The extra-credit materials will be a mixture of simple, bespoke, 
online resources (such as lists and tables) that build on the 
conference themes, along with hand-picked CPD modules and 
other journal articles from our existing archive

 l Speakers will be briefed to place the “extra credit rosette” at a 
couple of locations in their presentation and to direct the Editorial 
team towards suitable corresponding sources from which 
the bespoke resources can be created (this might for 
instance be a list of contraindications for a certain 
medicine or a table of risk factors for a disease 
complication)

An event brand telling delegates that there will be 
extra post-conference learning opportunities that 
will form part of their integrated CPD profile

For further reading on similar topics, look for the 
Read more icon in the page margins. To access these 
special picks from the editors, enter the URL online.

All of our journals are available for free at: 
www.diabetesonthenet.com

Further opportunities for continuing professional 
development (CPD) are indicated by the CPD+ icon. 
Readers who complete our free CPD and e-learning 

modules will gain certificates that can be used in 
their revalidation and appraisals.
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